Pre-Owned and Handmade Knives for Immediate Delivery
November 2019
Bob Dozier - Loveless Style Drop Point
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 5/8˝ Blade, CTS-40CP Stainless, 59-61 RC, Cocobolo Wood Handle Scales, 416 S.S. Guard, Stainless Pins, 8 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker.
KLSP99292 $ 950.00

Barry Dawson - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, Single Finger Groove Handle, Full Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Fossil Walrus Ivory Scales, Mosaic Pins, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has vine filework. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath and a zipper pouch.
KLSP99296 $ 535.00

Dietmar Kressler - Chute/Utility Knife
Fixed Blade, Integral Tang, 3 9/16˝ Clip Blade, RWL-34 Stainless, 62-64 RC, Stag Handle Scales, Integral Guard, Integral Butt, Dark Red Liners, 7 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker.
KLSP99298 $ 2155.00

Leonard Toews - Damascus Fighter
Fixed Blade, 7 3/8˝ Clip Blade, Damascus Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle, Brass Guard, 12˝ Overall, New from the maker. Does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99299 $ 535.00

Deryl Wright - Loveless Style Drop Point
KLSP99300 $ 535.00

Deryl Wright - Loveless Style Drop Point
KLSP99301 $ 515.00
**Jesse Davis - Custom Damascus Fighter**
Fixed Blade, Snake Shaped Handle, 8 3/4˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Axis Stag & Amber Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nkl Silver Spacers, 14 3/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The top is partially fileworked. The carving of the snake head is made from axis deer stag and was carved by D.R. Good. The nickel silver spacers and guard are fileworked. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99302 $ 900.00

**Jesse Davis - Damascus Fighter**
Fixed Blade, Eagle Shaped Handle, 8˝ Spear Blade, Damascus Steel, India Stag & Mammoth Handle, Blk & N.S. Spacers, 13 3/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The top of the blade is partially fileworked and partially sharpened. The handle is a eagle head hand carved by D.R. Good from India stag. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99303 $ 715.00

**Wayne Whittaker - Damascus Linerlock Folder**
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Buffalo Horn Handle Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 3 13/16˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The top of the blade and backspacer are vine fileworked. The liners have a wave filework. The thumbstud is filworked with a dark red stone inlay. The handle pins are also fileworked. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99304 $ 715.00

**W.D. Pease - Custom Semi-Skinner**
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/8˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Mammoth Bark Ivory Scales, Mokume Bolsters, Leather Lanyard, Dark Red Liners, Mosaic Pins, 6 7/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a satin finish. The handle has black lip pearl and a fileworked brass spacer between the mokume and mammoth ivory. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP99308 $ 805.00

**Mike Zscherny - "Skulls" Flipper**
Folder, 3˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Ivory Micarta Handle Scales, Mokume Bolsters, Gold Titanium Liners, Gold Screws, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The front side of the handle has scrimshaw of skulls by Bob Hergert. Linerlock closure. Gold titanium pocket clip. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99309 $ 1705.00

**Leonard Toews - Hunter**
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 7/8˝ Blade, 440C Stainless, 440C Stainless Scales, Desert Irvd Inlays, 8 3/16˝ Overall, New from the maker. Leonard is a Canadian knifemaker. The blade and frame have a mirror polish finish. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99311 $ 475.00

**James B. "Jimmy" Lile L1 Hunter**
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, D2 Carbon Steel, Rosewood Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Pins, 7 5/8˝ Overall, Circa 1986. Has been carried and used. The blade has been professionally polished. The blade has a nice clean edge. It comes with a pouch that can be used right or left. One side of the sheath is marked with a name D-2 L1 and a date of 10/86. All comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99312 $ 625.00

**Harvey McBurnette - Hunter**
Fixed Blade, Full Fileworked Tang, 3 9/16˝ Blade, Rosewood Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Liners, Brass Pins, 8 1/16˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been used or carried. The top of the blade is partially fileworked. The tang is filworked all the way around with 2 different patterns. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99313 $ 565.00

**Harvey Draper - Hunter**
Fixed Blade, 3 7/8˝ Blade, 440C Stainless, Brown Canvas Micarta Handle, Brass Guard, Lanyard Hole, Blk & Alum Spacers, 8 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been used or carried. There is a small spot on the side of the guard from being sheath kept. Marked Draper Blades. It comes with the original black leather sheath. All comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99314 $ 535.00

**Royal H. Hanson - Custom Midlock Folder**
Folder, 2 3/8˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Stainless Frame, Stag Inlays, 3˝ Closed, Maker deceased in 1985. The blade is deep hollow ground with a high mirror polish finish. The bolsters also have a high mirror polish finish. Serial number 003. Does not appear to have been used or carried. Comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99317 $ 895.00
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Brian Katsuren - Clip Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4˝ Clip Blade, D2 Carbon Steel, Madrone Burl Wood Scales, Nickel Silver Pins, 8 9/16˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. It is partially fileworked on the top. It has a thong hole for a lanyard. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP99320 $ 475.00

Rusty Preston - Custom Sowbelly
Folder, 2 13/16˝ Clip, 1 7/8˝ Spey & Sheepfoot Blades, CPN-154 Stainless, Amber Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Liners, Stainless Liners, Preston Shield Inlay, 4 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blades have a satin finish. The bolsters are pinched. The liners are milled on the spine. It comes in a zipper sheath.
KLSP99330 $ 1280.00

P.J. Tomes - Custom Muskrat
Folder, Serpentine Shaped Handle, 2 7/8˝ Turkish Clip, 2 7/8˝ Turkish Clip, Sandvik 12C27 Stainless, Brown Jigged Bone Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4˝ Closed, New from the maker. The blade and bolsters have a satin finish. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99333 $ 625.00

P.J. Tomes - Michael Price Style Belt Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 6 1/2˝ Blade, 52100 Carbon, Antique Whale Bone Scales, 11 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a satin finish. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP99335 $ 725.00

P.J. Tomes - Scagel Model 1
KLSP99338 $ 850.00
Tim Zowada - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, 3 5/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Curly Maple Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, 8 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in the 1990’s. Damascus forged from 0-1 & L6 steels. It comes with a brown leather sheath.
KLSP99339 $ 535.00

Ray Cover - Custom Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 7˝ Double Edge Blade, 440C Stainless, Ivory Micarta Scales, Nickel-Silver Bolsters, Dark Red Liners, 12 3/16” Overall, Circa 1985. Does not appear to have been used or carried but does have handling marks on the bolsters and handles. The blade has a satin finish and the original edge. It has scrimshaw on the front side of the handle and is dated 1985. It comes with a custom Rowe’s Leather sheath with elephant leather inlay.
KLSP99340 $ 1165.00

Robert Crowder - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 3/8˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Desert Ironwood Burl Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Mosaic Pins, 8 3/4” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a high mirror polish finish. The bolsters have some light sheath marks. It comes with with a black leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP99341 $ 585.00

Buster Warenksi - Sykes-Fairbairn Commando
Fixed Blade, 7˝ Double Edge Blade, Rosewood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Pommel, Nickel Silver Spacer, 12” Overall, Circa 1991. Not used or carried. The blade has had a very light abrasive rubbed over it. The blade has a mirror polish finish and is marked Warenksi USA. This knife was a special order for Buster’s interpretation of the Sykes-Fairbairn British Commando Dagger. It comes with the original letter to Buster with confirmation to make the knife. It is dated and signed. No sheath was ordered with it. It comes in a zipper pouch with a Buster Warenksi business card.
KLSP99344 $ 2250.00

Claude Montjoy - Custom Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 2 7/8˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Mother of Pearl Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 11 16” Closed, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been carried or used. The blade is hollow ground and has a semi-satin finish. It has a very strong backspring. Has a few tiny handling marks mostly on the bolsters. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99345 $ 805.00

John Nelson Cooper - Custom Dagger
Fixed Blade, 6 1/2˝ Blade, Brown Canvas Micarta Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Pommel, Brass Spacers, 11” Overall, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been used or carried. Circa 1970’s or 80’s. The blade has a double edge. It comes with a custom brown leather sheath and a zipper pouch.
KLSP99346 $ 1075.00

Barry Dawson - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Clip Blade, Damascus Steel, Stag Crown Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Stag Crown Butt, 9 7/8” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Thumb notches on the top of the blade. The crown butt is polished. The handle has red, white, black, and leather spacers. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99347 $ 895.00

Harvey Draper - Skinner
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 4” Blade, 440C Stainless, Cocobolo Wood Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Plate, Blk & Brass Spacers, 8 3/4” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The top of the blade is partially fileworked with a crosshatch pattern. It comes with the original brown & black leather sheath. The sheath has some scuffs and scratches. All in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99348 $ 805.00

Don Lozier - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/8˝ Blade, Stainless Damascus, Red Maple Burl Wood Scales, 416 S.S. Bolsters, Black Liners, Mosaic Pins, 7 7/8” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a custom brown & black leather pouch type sheath by the maker and a zipper pouch.
KLSP99349 $ 805.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.
Morseth Knives - Model 3 Alaskan Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 3/4˝ Clip Blade, Laminated Steel, 64 RC, 3 Piece Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Brn, Wht, Blk Spacer, 9˝ Overall, Circa 1991. Does not appear to have been carried or used. Made in the AG Russell custom shop. Marked Morseth 1991 on the blade. The guard has some scarring from being sheath kept too long. The back side of the blade has one small light rust spot close to the guard. It comes with the original brown leather sheath.

Billy Smith - Scagel Style Semi-Skinner
Fixed Blade, 4 3/8˝ Blade, 1085 Carbon Steel, Stacked Leather & Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Stag Crown Pommel, 9 1/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The maker forges his own steel. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The handle has spacers of red micarta, brass, and black fiber. The stag is Michigan whitetail. The crown pommel is polished. It comes with a brown leather basket weave sheath by the maker. All comes in a zipper pouch.

W.F. "Bill" Moran - Custom Fighter
Fixed Blade, 6 1/4˝ Upswept Blade, Forged High Carbon Steel, Curly Maple Wood Handle, Brass Guard, Silver Wire Inlays, 10 3/4˝ Overall, Marked Moran. The blade has a mirror polish finish. The cutting edge has some rust in various spots. The top edge is very thin but not sharpened. The guard has filework all around. The handle has silver wire inlays on both sides and the butt. No sheath. It does come in a zipper pouch.

HTM Knives - Madd Maxx 7 Framelock Folder
Folder, 7˝ Blade, CPM-S30V Stainless, 57-59 RC, Titanium Frame, Mammoth Ivory Onlay, 8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made as an exclusive for AG Russell with the mammoth ivory inlays. There is one very small handling mark on the front side of the handle down at the butt. It comes in the HTM zipper pouch. No box. This knife was limited to 30 being made.

Remington Knives - R1306 Bullet Lockback Folder
Folder, 3 1/2˝ Clip, High Carbon Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Silver, Nickel Silver, Bullet Shield, 4 5/8˝ Closed, Circa 1920's to early 1930's. This is a rare knife. Remington Trade Mark is etched into the front side of the blade. This knife has not been restored. The lock-up is solid but the blade has a small amount of movement. The spring is weak and has very little snap. Each side of the stag handles has a split at the bottom of the lanyard hole. Very nice stag with no chips. It comes in a zipper pouch.

R.D. Nolen - Guthook Fixed Blade/Folder
Misc, 3 1/2˝ Guthook, 2 3/4˝ Drop Point Blade, 440C Stainless, Blue Coral Handle Scales, Aluminum Bolsters, Nickel Silver Guard, Aluminum Liners, 8 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. No sheath. It does come in a zipper pouch.

R.D. Nolen - Custom Dagger
Fixed Blade, 5˝ Double Edge Blade, 440C Stainless, Buffalo Horn & Mammoth Ivory, Brass Guard, Nkl Silver Spacers, 10 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is double hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The nickel silver spacers are fileworked all around. This is a heavy dagger. The pommel is made of brass and buffalo horn. A few handling marks on the guard. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.

W.D. Pease - Damascus Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Mammoth Tooth Handle Scales, Micarta Bolsters, Brwn Titanium Liners, Gold Plated Screws, 3 5/8˝ Closed, New from the maker. The backspring is fileworked. The bolsters are marble micarta. There are red liners under the mammoth tooth scales. It comes in a zipper pouch.
Daniel Winkler - Clip Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 3/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Fossil Walrus Ivory Handle, Copper Ferule, Leather Spacers, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The top of the blade is partially vine fileworked. The butt of the handle is natural. It comes with a brown leather sheath by Karen Shook. All comes in a box.
KLSP99363 $ 1455.00

Ray Beers - Custom Tanto
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 3/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Blued Steel Bolsters, Blued Steel Caps, Blk & Yell Spacers, 9 5/8˝ Overall, Dated 1995 on the top of the tang. Not used or carried. The blade is double hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The top of the blade is not sharpened. The top of the tang is fileworked to the tip of the butt. Well matched ivory scales. Serial number 006. There are a couple of small light on the bolsters and caps. It comes with a black leather sheath.
KLSP99364 $ 875.00

John C Reynolds - Semi-Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4˝ Upswept Blade, 440C Stainless, Thuya Burl Wood Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, & Brass Pins, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Wyoming knifemaker. The blade is deeply hollow ground with a semi satin finish. The handle scales are thick. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP99366 $ 580.00

Colin Cox - Tanto
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 5 1/2˝ Tanto Blade, 440C Stainless, Rosewood Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Pins, 10 5/16˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground. The grain has a satin finish. The top edge has a mirror polish finish. It is marked COX on the front side of the tang and CJ on the back side. Slight handling marks on the scales. Tiny spots of rust on the bottom the the tang. It comes with a hand tooled brown leather sheath by the maker.
KLSP99367 $ 580.00

Schuyler Lovestrand - Trailing Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, 8 3/4˝ Overall, Older made. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a brown pouch type leather sheath. The sheath does have a couple of scuffs.
KLSP99368 $ 655.00

Steve Hill - 25th Anniversary Bowie
Fixed Blade, 5 1/8˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle, Stainless Guard, Turquoise Butt Cap, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground, has a satin finish, and filework on the top. The top of the clip is sharpened. The guard has filework around it. Comes with a custom leather sheath with 2 conchos.
KLSP99369 $ 945.00

Andrew Blackton - Safari Club International Set
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tangs, 4 1/4˝ Blade, 3˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Lanyard Hole, Black Liners, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. The knives do not appear to have been used but the double leather sheath has been used extensively. The blades are hollow ground and have a mirror polish finish. Serial number 34. Both knives have trailing point blades. The small knife is 6 1/4˝ overall. Have some light sheath marks on the bolsters. No zipper pouch.
KLSP99370 $ 430.00

R.W. "Bob" Loveless - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Dark Red Liners, 8˝ Overall, Marked Riverside, Calif. It has not been used or carried. It has a brass inlay in the top of the tang that is 1 5/8˝ long for a name or initials. This is a very rare inlay. Serial number is 691. The brass pins have a hammered appearance. It comes with the original brown leather sheath that matches the serial number. There are some light handling marks on the blade and guard.
KLSP99372 $ 4370.00

Do you have high-end knives you’d like to sell in our catalog?
E-mail Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com
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Hal McBee - Damascus Kukri
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 8 3/4˝ Blade, 1084 & 15N20 Twist Damascus, Wenge Wood Handle Scales, 14˝ Overall, New from the maker. 80 layer damascus blade. The handles have purple heart, maple, & padauk wood inlays. The pins have pink fire pearl epoxy inlays. The top of the tang is fileworked with pink fire pearl epoxy fill. The handles have multiple coats of clear urethane. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99375 $650.00

Wayne Hensley - Damascus Viking Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 3/8˝ Blade, D. Thomas Ladder Damascus, Israeli Olive Wood Scales, Nickel Shvr Bolsters, Dark Red Liners, 9 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The bolsters have a mirror polish finish. It comes with a custom leather sheath by the maker.
KLSP99385 $435.00

Deryl Wright - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 1/8˝ Spear Blade, CTS-XHP Carpenter Steel, 60-61 RC, Ebony Wood Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Red, Wht, Blk Spacer, 8 3/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a satin finish. It comes with a brown leather sheath by the maker.
KLSP99378 $410.00

Wayne Hensley - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4 1/8˝ Spear Blade, 154CM Stainless, Bark Mammoth Ivory Scales, 416 S.S. Bolsters, Stainless Steel Pins, 8 3/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a satin finish. The bolsters were engraved by Jim Small. The pins are also engraved. It comes with a custom leather sheath by the maker.
KLSP99386 $580.00

Deryl Wright - Pro Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 5/8˝ Blade, CTS-204P Stainless, 60-61 RC, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Dark Red Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 7 7/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a satin finish. It comes with a brown leather wrap around sheath by the maker.
KLSP99379 $430.00

Suchat Jangtanong - Black Swan Damascus Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Upswept Blade, Blue Damascus Steel, Carved Black Pearl Scales, Blue Steel Bolsters, Gold Titanium Liners, Gold Plated Screws, 3 7/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. All carved into the shape of a swan. 5 diamond inlays. Backspacer and liners all fileworked. No certificate of authenticity. It comes in a black ray skin zipper pouch.
KLSP99389 $1280.00

Deryl Wright - Interframe Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Nickel Silver Frame, Black Pearl Inlays, 3 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The front side of the handle has a deer head and paisley engraving. The back side only has the paisley engraving. The engraving was done by Mel Wood. The top of the blade and backspring have rope filework. The blade has a satin finish. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99380 $1090.00

Suchat Jangtanong - Damascus Linerlock Folder
Folder, 3˝ Spear Blade, Blue Damascus Steel, Blue Carved Titanium Scales, Purp Titanium Liners, Gold Lip Pearl Inlay, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is Robert Calcinoire damascus. The scales are blue and carved with vines and florals. There are blue damascus inlays at the top of each handle. Gold plated screws. The gold lip pearl inlays on each side have three diamond inlays. There is a diamond inlay in the thumbstud. The spine of the knife is carved and colored. It comes with a certificate of authenticity and a zipper pouch.
KLSP99390 $1235.00

Joe Kious - Interframe Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Nickel Silver Frame, Black Pearl Inlays, 3 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The bolsters are engraved and have gold inlays by Julie Warenksi. It is signed J. Warenksi. The blade has a satin finish. It comes in a soft pouch.
KLSP99391 $435.00

Terry Barrett - Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 2 3/16˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Shvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 3 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been used or carried. The blades are engraved and have gold inlays by Julie Warenksi. It is signed J. Warenksi. The blade has a satin finish. It comes in a soft pouch.
KLSP99392 $1745.00
H.M. Tubbs - Custom Tanto
Fixed Blade, 6” Tanto Blade, 5160 Carbon, Cord Wrapped Stingray Handle, 11 3/8” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. Serial number 931. Some slight rust on the cutting edge on the front side. Comes with a custom black leather sheath. Deceased maker.
KLSP99397 $ 470.00

Andreas Kalani - "Freyja" Fillet Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 6” Blade, AEB-L Stainless Steel, "Ocean Galaxy" Handle Scales, 11” Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a satin finish. The handle has a braided leather lanyard with a seashell. It comes with a leather/kydex hybrid sheath by the maker.
KLSP99398 $ 405.00

Andreas Kalani - "Regal Bushcraft"
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 8” Blade, 3” Smaller Blade, 0-1 Carbon, Resin/Buckeye Wood Scales, Brass Guard, Brass & Black Liners, Mosaic Pins, 13” Overall, New from the maker. The blades have a satin finish. The smaller knife has thumb notches on the top of the blade and tang. It has a cord lanyard with a bead. All comes with a hybrid sheath of kydex and leather with a fire rod with a handle that matches the knife handles. The sheath has a long strap to wear cross body style.
KLSP99399 $ 1375.00

Scott Sawby - Combat Utility Folder
KLSP99400 $ 940.00

B.R. Ledford - Hatchet
Misc, Full Tang, 3 1/2” Cutting Edge, 440C Stainless, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Bolsters, Burgundy Liners, 11 1/2” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Filework all around head of hatchet. Serial number 001. Satin finish on hatchet head. Mirror polish on cutting Edge. Well matched stag. In B.R. Ledford zipper pouch.
KLSP99401 $ 475.00

Roderick Chappel - Lady Diana Set
Fixed Blade, 5” Upswept Blade, 4” Upswept Blade, Unknown Steel, Fossil Walrus Ivory Handles, Red, Blk, NS Spacers, 9 3/4” Overall, Not used or carried. Dated Nov. 1984. Custom made for a man and woman. Has both of their names on the back of the blades. The blades have a mirror polish finish. The handles have some cracks in them that have been stabilized. The small knife has a small amount of rust right at the edge of the guard on both sides. They each have a black leather sheath and zipper pouches. These knives were made for a high profile couple.
KLSP99404 $ 1645.00

W.W. Cronk - Custom Fighter
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 7” Blade, 440C Stainless, Ivory Corian Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Lanyard Hole, Blk & Brass Spacers, 12 1/4” Overall, This fighter was probably a custom order. The blade has an acid etch finish. It has not been used or carried. It does not come with a sheath but does come with a zipper pouch.
KLSP99405 $ 2950.00

W.W. Cronk - Custom Fighter
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 7” Blade, 440C Stainless, Ivory Corian Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Lanyard Hole, Blk & Brass Spacers, 12 1/4” Overall, This fighter was probably a custom order. The blade has an acid etch finish. It has not been carried or used. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99407 $ 2950.00

Find More Knives at
cuttingedge.com®
Claude Montjoy - Large Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 6 1/4˝ Upswept Blade, Unknown Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Red Liners, 11 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a hand rubbed satin finish. It does not come with a sheath or a zipper pouch. It has filework all around the tang.
KLSP99409 $ 470.00

Larry Harley - Double D Guard Damascus Bowie
Fixed Blade, 11 5/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Bronze & Mammoth Ivory Handle, Wrought Iron D-Guard, Bee Hive Pommel, 18˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Beautiful piece by the late Larry Harley. All of the steel was forged by Larry. This knife was on the front cover of the 2007 issue of KNIVES. It does not have a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch and with 2007 Knives book that was the personal copy of Larry Harley. It is signed on the front and inside cover.
KLSP99410 $ 2945.00

Harry Morseth - Clip Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 3/4˝ Clip Blade, Laminated Steel Blade, Three Piece Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Bn, Wht, Blk Spacer, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Circa 1950’s or 60’s. Has had some use and been carefully resharpened. Has been kept in great condition. Has a previous owners name or initials engraved on the side of the guard. It comes with the original plain stitched Saf-Lock leather sheath. The back of the sheath is marked Morseth Clinton, Wash.
KLSP99413 $ 710.00

Robert Kaufmann - Otolus Neck Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Reindeer Antler Handles, 5˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Nice art piece. Black custom sheath by maker with neck lanyard. German knifemaker.
KLSP99417 $ 385.00

William Henry Knives - B07 “Black Oak”
KLSP99418 $ 710.00

Jim Pugh - USMC Beirut Memorial
Fixed Blade, 7 3/8˝ Blade, Cocobolo Wood Handle, Bronze Guard, Bronze Pommel, 13 1/2˝ Overall, One owner. Serial number 16. It is not known how many Jim made. This knife is the USMC Beirut, Lebanon commemorative. It comes with the complete story of this knife and its meaning. Made in 1984. Comes with the original brown leather sheath.
KLSP99420 $ 1435.00

Kaj Embretsen - Custom Damascus Lockback
KLSP99421 $ 1695.00

Norm Levine - Dragon Series Fighter
Fixed Blade, 9 3/4˝ Blade, Stainless Damascus Steel, Fluted Ebony Handle, Silver Gaurd, Silver Pommel, Silver Wire Inlay, 15 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Beautiful piece from Norm Levine. The back side of the blade has a small amount of very light rust toward the tip of the blade. The guard and pommel are silver with 5 aqua marine stone inlays. 4 in the guard and a large teardrop shaped in the butt. A few thin stress cracks in the handle. No sheath. Comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99422 $ 1435.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.

Find More Knives at cuttingedge.com®
Larry Harley - Browning Liberty Tree Bowie
Fixed Blade, Coffin Shaped Handle, Full Tang, 8 5/8˝ Blade, Forged Damascus Steel, Liberty Tree Wood Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Damascus Guard, Damascus Butt Caps, Black & N.S. Spacer, 14 1/2˝ Overall, Prototype for Browning Living History Series. First one made in this series. Made by master bladesmith Larry Harley who forged the damascus blade, guard, and pommel. The Tulip Poplar for the handle is from the last Liberty Tree located in Annapolis, Maryland. 2 gold stars represent patriotic ideals that still live today. The blade is engraved “The Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen States of America”. Beveled glass top walnut display case. Larry Harley passed away recently, so Diane Carver, who was in charge of this project for Browning, has provided a letter to authenticate this prototype. The production model was limited to 1,776 pieces for the year of our Independance.

KLSP99427 $ 1740.00

Jerry Fisk - Robert E. Lee D-Guard Bowie
Fixed Blade, 11 7/8˝ Clip Blade, Forged Carbon Steel Blade, Black Oak Wood Handle, Brass D-Guard, Star Inlays, 17˝ Overall, Prototype for Browning Living History Series. Made by master bladesmith Jerry Fisk. The D-gaurd bowie is based on an orginal surviving D-guard knife from the U.S. Civil War. Oak for the handle is from a black oak on the grounds of Lee's former estate in Arlington, VA. 13 brass stars on each side of the handle form the familiar pattern of the “Stars and Bars”. 4 of the stars have come off of one side of the prototype due to being moved from trade show to trade show. Blade is engraved 'First Gentleman of Virginia'. Beveled glass top walnut display case. Includes a letter from the maker stating the authenticity of the prototype. The production model was limited to 1,807 pieces, representing the year Lee was born.

KLSP99429 $ 1550.00

Jim Crowell - ‘Dwight D. Eisenhower’ Knife
Fixed Blade, 8 1/4˝ Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, 58 RC, Green Ash Wood Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Pommel, Brass Stars, 13 1/4˝ Overall, Prototype for Browning Living History Series. Designed by Browning. Made by James Crowell. Green ash handle material provided by American Forests from the direct descendant of the tree at Eisenhower's birth place in Dennison, TX. participants in WWII and D-Day. Beveled glass top walnut display case. Includes a letter from the maker stating the authenticity of the prototype. The production model was limited to 1,944 pieces to recognize the D-Day invasion in 1944.

KLSP99428 $ 1550.00

Oamic Cutlery - ‘Swish’ Framelock Folder

KLSP99430 $ 1095.00

Oamic Cutlery - ‘Busker’ Framelock Folder
Folder, 2 3/8˝ Largo Blade, Bohler M390 Stainless, Titanium Frame, 3 1/2˝ Closed, New from the maker. The frame has Basaltic texture with Gunkote dark blast finish. It comes with a certificate of authenticity in an Olamic Cutlery zipper case.

KLSP99431 $ 545.00

Oamic Cutlery - ‘Swish’ Framelock Folder
Folder, 3 3/4˝ Blade, ELMAX Stainless, Titanium Acid Rain Frame, 4 7/8˝ Closed, New from the maker. The frame has kinetic earth finish with bronze anodizing. The pocket clip matches the frame. It comes with a certificate of authenticity in a Olamic Cutlery zipper pouch.

KLSP99432 $ 745.00

Give us a call at 1-800-255-9034 or email Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com for information on how we can help sell your knives.
P.J. Tomes - Camp Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 9˝ Blade, 52100 Carbon, Curly Maple Handle Scales, 14 ¾˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish and is marked Tomes. It does not come with a sheath or a pouch. Nice piece from P.J.
KLSP99433 $ 595.00

Morseth Knives - Model 7 Sub-Hilt Fighter
Fixed Blade, 7˝ Clip Blade, Laminated Steel, India Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guards, Aluminum Butt Plate, Red & Brass Spacers, 12 1/8˝ Overall, New. Anniversary knife. 90 years from the time Harry started making knives and 45 years from the time AG Russell bought the Morseth company. This knife was made by Bob Dozier. Anniversary dates are marked on the back of the blade. There are two tiny pin prick size marks on the back of the blade. Not uncommon in laminated steel. It comes with a heavy brown leather sheath in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99434 $ 1995.00

Leonard Toews - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, 3 7/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, 8 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. Does not come with a sheath or a pouch. The guard is cast nickel silver.
KLSP99435 $ 525.00

Carl Colson - Pike County Hunter
Fixed Blade, Single Finger Groove Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, 61 RC, Arizona Ironwood Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Dark Red Liners, Stainless Pins, 8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground and has a high mirror polish finish. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath hand signed and dated by Carl Colson.
KLSP99436 $ 625.00

Carl Colson - Custom Boot Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 3/4˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, 61 RC, Arizona Ironwood Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Dark Red Liners, Stainless Pins, 9 1/2˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a double hollow grind and a high mirror polish finish. The top edge is thin but not sharpened. It comes with a brown leather sheath hand signed by the maker and dated.
KLSP99437 $ 975.00

Randall Knives - Model 27 Trailblazer
Fixed Blade, Model 25 Handle, 5 7/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag & Leather Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Duralumin Butt Cap, Blk & N.S. Spacers, 10 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP99438 $ 650.00

Randall Knives - Model 8 Bird & Trout
Fixed Blade, 4˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 8 3/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath and a separate sharpening stone.
KLSP99439 $ 650.00

Randall Knives - Model 25-5 Trapper
Fixed Blade, 5˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag & Leather Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Duralumin Butt Cap, Wht & Brwn Spacers, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in the late 1980's. The butt cap has some handling marks. It comes with the original brown leather pouch type sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP99440 $ 650.00

Randall Knives - Model 26 Pathfinder
Fixed Blade, 4˝ Drop Point Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather model 26 sheath with a sharpening stone.
KLSP99441 $ 595.00

Randall Knives - Model 4 Small Game & Skinner
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Plate, Brass & Blk Spacers, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with the original brown leather sheath and a sharpening stone.
KLSP99442 $ 525.00

SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
SOLD
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Randall Knives - Model 20 Yukon Skinner
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Plate, Red, Wht, Brass spacer, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The handle has a lanyard. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP99443 ——— $ 550.00

Jess Horn - Model "3/4 SF" Lockback
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Clip Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish and a thin but false top edge. Serial number 007. It comes in a black buffalo leather pocket pouch. All comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99444 ——— $ 1995.00

Jim Brown - Custom Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, Carbon Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, 9 5/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. One owner. The owner states that he has owned this knife over 30 years. Made in Arkansas. The blade has a satin finish. There is a very small amount of shrinkage in the handles. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP99445 ——— $ 595.00

Randy Lee - Custom Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Black Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 8 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground and has a high mirror polish finish. The top is partially fileworked. The handle scales have scrimshaw around the pins on both sides by Linda Karst Stone. It comes with a brown leather basketweave sheath by Sonja Lee.
KLSP99446 ——— $ 695.00

Randy Lee - Small Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, 3 1/8˝ Blade, CPM-154 Stainless, Faux Ivory Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Pommel, 6 7/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground with a high mirror polish finish. It is also partially fileworked on the top. The handle is stacked with ironwood, micarta, nickel silver, red fiber, and pine cone resin. It comes with a brown leather basketweave sheath by Sonja Lee.
KLSP99447 ——— $ 525.00

Suchat Jangtanong - Custom Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Raindrop Damascus Steel, Mother of Pearl Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, Abalone Inlays, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Carvings of kissing Koi fish on both sides of the handle. Gold screws. Purple titanium backspacer. Lots of filework all around. Abalone inlay in the thumbstud. Leather lanyard with silver beads. No certificate of authenticity. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99448 ——— $ 1595.00

H.K. Parker - Custom Damascus Folder
Folder, 3 1/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Gold Titanium Liners, 4 7/16˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The bolsters are mosaic damascus. The liners are partially fileworked on the spine. The thumbstud has a mother of pearl inlay. There are some handling scratches on the spine. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99449 ——— $ 550.00

Unknown Maker - Custom Linerlock Folder
Folder, 3 1/8˝ Spear Blade, Stainless Liners, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Maker unknown. No markings at all. The blade has a high mirror polish finish and a false edge on the top. The thumbstud has a dark red stone. The liners and backspring are fileworked. The handle scales are made of black pearl, mother of pearl, and mammoth ivory with stainless spacers. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99450 ——— $ 575.00

Tim Britton - Gents Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 2 3/8˝ Blade, BG-42 Stainless, Green Mammoth Bark Ivory Scale, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 2 15/16˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. The bolsters are engraved and have a gold pin in the center of each side. Jim Small was the engraver and is marked JS. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99451 ——— $ 625.00

Ralph Smith - Double Edge Dagger
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Double Edge Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Mammoth Bark Ivory Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Dark Red Liners, Mosaic Pins, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a double edge and a satin finish. The handle scales are well matched. The bolsters have a satin finish and some slight sheath marks. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath and a zipper pouch.
KLSP99452 ——— $ 725.00

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
**William Lloyd - Custom Jumbo Trapper**
Folder, 3 3/4˝ Blade, 3 3/4˝ Spey Blade, 52100 Carbon, Torched Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stag Liners, 4 11/16˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blades have a satin finish and are marked 52100 for the steel. There are a few tiny carbon spots on the blades. The springs are very strong. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99453 $ 725.00

---

**Suchat Jangtanong - Eagle Linerlock Folder**
Folder, Eagle Shaped Handle, 3 1/4˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Black & Mother of Pearl Scales, Gold Titanium Liners, Gold Screws, 4 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The black pearl and mother of pearl handles are carved eagle feathers. The beak and talons are mokume. Lots of filework and carving on this knife. The eyes and thumbstuds are set with diamonds. It comes in a brown leather belt pouch with a mother of pearl drop on the front flap. No certificate of authenticity.

KLSP99454 $ 1450.00

---

**William Lloyd - Custom Slimline Trapper**
Folder, 3 1/2˝ Clip Point, Damascus Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, Shield Inlay, 4 3/16˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. There are a few tiny carbon spots on the front of the blade. The handle scales have a tiny split on each side of the bottom pin and one on the front side at the middle pin. It comes in a soft tan leather pouch.

KLSP99455 $ 500.00

---

**Suchat Jangtanong - Custom Damascus Folder**
Folder, 2 7/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Carved Gold Lip Pearl Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Gold Titanium Liners, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The bolsters and gold lip pearl are carved. Lots of filework on the backspacer and liners. The bolsters and blade are blued. There is a lanyard ring at the butt. Pearl thumbstud inlay. It comes in a zipper pouch. No certificate of authenticity.

KLSP99456 $ 1195.00

---

**Randall Knives - Model 18 Attack Survival**
Fixed Blade, Knurled Handle, 5 1/2˝ Combo Blade, Stainless Steel, Stainless Tube Handle, Brass Guard, Screw Off Butt Cap, 10 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The butt cap has a compass. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch. There is a small scratch on one of the snaps on the sheath. It comes in the original packaging.

KLSP99457 $ 625.00

---

**Ralph Smith - Bull Nose Skinner**
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 3/4˝ Upswept Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Sheep Horn Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Dark Red Liners, 9 9/16˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. The handle scales are well matched. It comes with a custom brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker. All comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99458 $ 695.00

---

**Chuck Hawes - Large Camp Bowie**
Fixed Blade, 12˝ Blade, Carbon Steel, Stag & Maple Wood Handle, Brass Guard, Polished Pommel, Red & Black Spacers, 17 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade was made from a Nicholson file forged to shape. The pommel has a high polish with a large mosaic pin. It comes with a brown leather custom sheath and a business card from the maker with all of the specs of the knife. All comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99459 $ 750.00

---

**Leonard Toews - Damascus Hunter**
Fixed Blade, 5 1/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle, Brass Guard, 9 5/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. Beautiful ironwood handle. It does not come with a sheath or a pouch.

KLSP99460 $ 550.00

---

**James Scroggs - Survival Set**
Fixed Blade, Full Tangs, 6 1/4˝ Clip Blade, 3 1/2˝ Clip Blade, 1080+ & AEB-L Steels, Sculpted Warwood Scales, 11 1/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The larger blade has beadblast and “Hold the Mustard” finish. It comes in a camo colored Spec-Ops sheath. The smaller blade has a regular satin finish and is 7˝ overall. It comes in a kydex sheath with a metal clip on the back.

KLSP99461 $ 600.00

---

SOLD
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Russell Easler - Custom Dagger
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 5˝ Double Edge Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Ivory Micarta Handle, 416 SS Bolsters, Dark Red Liners, 9 5/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. The front side of the handle has a color scrimshaw of a partially nude woman by Denise Kondria. It comes with the original brown leather pouch type sheath hand signed by Russ Easler and dated 03. All comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99462 $ 795.00

W.C. “Bill” Johnson - Fairbairn/Sykes Style Dagger
Fixed Blade, 7˝ Double Edge Blade, 440C Stainless, 58-59 RC, Ebony Wood Handle, 416 SS Guard, 304 Stainless Pommel, Black & N.S. Spacers, 12˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. This knife was commissioned and made in 1988. The blade, guard, and pommel have a high mirror polish finish. It comes with a black leather sheath, a business card from the maker, 2 pictures of the knife, and a letter from Bill Johnson to the customer with all of the specs. The letter is dated Nov. 1988. All comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99463 $ 1195.00

Joel Humphreys - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, Torched Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, 7 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade and bolsters have a high mirror polish finish. Thumb notches on the top of the blade. The stag has some shrinkage. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker.
KLSP99464 $ 525.00

Roy Clark - Custom Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4 1/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, 59 RC, Black Ivory Wood Scales, 316 SS Bolsters, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. South African knife maker. The blade has a hand rubbed semi-satin finish. The bolsters have some handling marks on them. It comes with a brown leather sheath and a certificate of authenticity from the maker. Made in 2002.
KLSP99465 $ 795.00

Chris Reeve Knives - Aviator
Fixed Blade, 4 1/8˝ Blade, A-2 Tool Steel, Integral A-2 Tool Steel, Integral Guard, Aluminum Butt Cap, 8 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Probably made in the 1980’s. Has not been used or carried. Serial number 251. The blade does have some spots of light rust on both sides. The butt cap unscrews for storage in the handle. It comes with the original black leather sheath. No certificate of authenticity.
KLSP99466 $ 795.00

Chris Reeve Knives - MK IV
KLSP99467 $ 1695.00

Randall Knives - Model 19 Bushmaster
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 5˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Compass in Butt, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 5/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. A little older made. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath with one baby dot snap and a newer snap. Probably one snap has been replaced by Randall.
KLSP99468 $ 650.00

Bob Dozier - T22 Tactical
Fixed Blade, 5 7/8˝ Spear Blade, D2 Carbon Steel, 60-61 RC, Black Micarta Handle, Stainless Guard, Aluminum Pommel, Red, Brass Spacers, 10 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Has not been carried or used. It does have some handling marks on the guard and pommel. This knife was made by Bob in St. Paul. It comes with a black leather sheath.
KLSP99469 $ 810.00

Randall Knives - Model 19 Bushmaster
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Clip Blade, D-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Black Micarta Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Duralumin Butt Cap, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Older made. Has been lightly used and carried. Also has been resharpened. It is in good condition. It comes with a black roughback leather sheath with babydot snaps. Also a square back guard.
KLSP99470 $ 525.00

Do you have high-end knives you’d like to sell in our catalog?
E-mail Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com
R.W. Wilson - Gambler's Dagger
Fixed Blade, Coffin Shaped Handle, Full Fileworked Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, 440C Stainless, Ivory Micarta Handle, Black Tang Fill, 7 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The handle and sheath only have scrimshaw on one side. The scrimshaw is signed WC. The sheath is made from ivory micarta and wood micarta. It has a royal flush scrimshaw on the front side and a frog stud on the backside. Comes in a zipper pouch. The blade does have a double edge and mirror polish finish.

KLSP99471 $ 895.00

A.G. Russell - Shopmade Chute Knife
Fixed Blade, 5˝ Clip Point Blade, 154CM Stainless, 59-61 RC, Ivory Rucarta Handle, 416 Stainless Guard, 9 5/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The top of the blade is thin but has a false edge. The guard has holes for lashings. There were only 45 of these made in the AG Russell custom shop in 2008. It comes with a handmade brown leather sheath. All comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99472 $ 695.00

A.G. Russell - K87C One Hand Knife
Folder, 3 1/8˝ Blade, AUS-8A Stainless, 57-59 RC, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Liners, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Made in the 80's or 90's. It does not appear th have been used or carried. It comes with the original paperwork explaining how to release the lock to close the blade. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99473 $ 550.00

Jay Hendrickson - Custom Hunter
Fixed Blade, 5 1/8˝ Blade, 1095 Carbon, Curly Maple Wood Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Silver Wire Inlays, 9 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The front side of the blade has a couple of tiny carbon spots. Both sides of the handle has silver wire inlays. It comes with a the original brown leather sheath and a zipper pouch.

KLSP99474 $ 895.00

Barry Dawson - Millennium Sword
Fixed Blade, 20 7/8˝ Blade, 80CrV2 Carbon Steel, Cord Wrapped Micarta Handle, 29˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2017. Serial number 007. It comes with a dark brown leather sheath by the maker.

KLSP99475 $ 1075.00

Barry Dawson - Windstorm Sword
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 19 1/4˝ Blade, 80CrV2 Carbon Steel, Cord Wrapped Micarta Handle, 28 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The top of the blade is partially fileworked. Made in 2017. Serial number 006. It comes with a black leather sheath by the maker.

KLSP99476 $ 1095.00

Kevin Casey - Damascus Wharncliffe Folder
Folder, 3 5/8˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Eucalyptus Burl Wood Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Titanium Liners, 4 5/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The thumbstud has a green stone inlay. The titanium liners are filworked all around. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99477 $ 695.00

Jesse Davis - Damascus Fighter
Fixed Blade, 9˝ Recurve Blade, Damascus Steel, India Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Slvr Butt Cap, Blk & N.S. Spacers, 14 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The top edge of the blade is partially sharpened and partially fileworked. The nickel silver spacers are fileworked filled with black. The butt cap has filwork around the edge. It comes with a black leather custom sheath by the maker. It also comes with a certificate of authenticity and an older brochure from the 1980's on Jesse Davis Knives.

KLSP99478 $ 995.00

William Henry Knives - S07S-TT Linerlock Folder
Folder, 3˝ Wharncliffe Blade, VG-10 Stainless, 420 Stainless Frame, Gold Screws, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Older made. Has not been used or carried. It comes with the original certificate card and a black clip case in the original The handle scales are stacked titanium.

KLSP99479 $ 500.00

William Henry Knives - T12-SS Linerlock Folder
Folder, 3˝ Spear Point Blade, 154CM Stainless, Sterling Silver Scales, Titanium Liners, Gold Screws, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Older made. Black leather lanyard. Tiger eye in thumbstud. It comes with a brown leather pocket pouch, the certificate card, and the original box. Serial number 15/50.

KLSP99480 $ 795.00

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
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William Henry Knives - T12CF-Damascus Special Prod.
Folder, 3˝ Spear Point, Raindrop Damascus Steel, Carbon Fiber Scales, Blue Titanium Liner, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Older made. The thumbstud has a opal inlay. It has a purple titanium pocket clip. It comes in the original box with the certificate and a cleaning cloth.
KLSP99481 $ 795.00

William Henry Knives - T12-PC 1 Linerlock Folder
Folder, 3˝ Spear Point Blade, 154CM Stainless, Miranjiba Wood Scales, Silver Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, Garnet Thumbstone, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Older made. Serial number 16/100. It comes with a brown leather pocket pouch, a certificate, and the original box.
KLSP99482 $ 695.00

William Henry Knives - Custom T12 Linerlock
Folder, 3˝ Spear Point, Raindrop Damascus Steel, Sterling Silver Scales, Brwn Titanium Liniers, 18k Gold Wire Inlays, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. There is a sapphire stone in the thumbstud. Brown leather lanyard with silver beads. It comes with a certificate, a brown leather pocket pouch, and the original box.
KLSP99483 $ 895.00

William Henry Knives - S09S-TT Evolution Linerlock
Folder, 3 1/2˝ Combo Blade, VG-10 Stainless, Stacked Titanium Scales, 420 Stainless Liners, 4 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Earlier made. It comes with a black clip case and a certificate in the original box. Limited to 50 pieces.
KLSP99484 $ 595.00

William Henry Knives - T12-PC Damascus Linerlock
Folder, 3˝ Spear Point Blade, Raindrop Damascus Steel, Sterling Silver Scales, Blue Titanium Liners, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Earlier made. The thumbstud has a blue sapphire inlay. Black leather lanyard with silver beads. It comes with a brown leather pocket pouch, certificate, and the original box. Serial number 15/30.
KLSP99485 $ 795.00

William Henry Knives - L20-PC1 Spectrum MattLock
Folder, 3 9/16˝ Spear Point, 154CM Stainless, Black Aluminum Frame, Carbon Fiber Inlays, 4 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Serial number 18. It comes with a black clip case, paperwork, and the original box.
KLSP99486 $ 500.00

William Henry Knives - T10-PC 1 Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 5/8˝ Blade, 154CM Stainless, Silver Handle Scales, Blue Titanium Liners, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Earlier made. Serial number 60/100. The thumbstud has a blue sapphire stone. It comes with a brown leather pocket pouch, the certificate, and the original box.
KLSP99487 $ 795.00

William Henry Knives - T10-AG3 Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 5/8˝ Blade, 154CM Stainless, Carved Mammoth Ivory Scales, Silver Bolsters, Gold Titanium Liners, Gold Wire Inlays, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2003. Serial number 11/100. The thumbstud has a tiger eye inlay. Black leather lanyard with mammoth ivory beads. It comes with a brown leather pocket pouch, a certificate, and the original box.
KLSP99488 $ 1095.00

William Henry Knives - T10 NICA-1 Lancet Linerlock
KLSP99489 $ 895.00

William Henry Knives - T10 Monsoon Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 5/8˝ Blade, Raindrop Damascus Steel, Carved Mother of Pearl Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Older made. Serial number 98/100. The thumbstud has a mother of pearl inlay. Black leather lanyard with silver beads. It comes with a brown leather pocket pouch, a certificate, and the original box.
KLSP99490 $ 895.00

William Henry Knives - T10-P Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 5/8˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, 59-60 RC, Carved Mother of Pearl Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Early made. Couple of tiny handling marks on the bolsters. It comes with a certificate, brown leather pocket pouch, William Henry Knives leather chamois cloth. All comes in the original brown cardboard box.
KLSP99491 $ 625.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.
Randall Knives - Model 22 Outdoorsman
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Black Linen Micarta Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Duralumin Pommel, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 8 3/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch. It comes in the original packaging.
KLSP99492 $ 585.00

Randall Knives - Model 20 Yukon Skinner
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Stacked Leather Handle, Brass Guard, Duralumin Butt, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch. It comes in the Randall packaging.
KLSP99493 $ 500.00

Randall Knives - Model 20 Yukon Skinner
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Black Linen Micarta Handle, Brass Guard, Lanyard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch. It comes in the Randall packaging.
KLSP99494 $ 555.00

Randall Knives - Model 12-13 Thorp Bowie
Fixed Blade, Concave Shaped Handle, 13˝ Clip Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Ivorite Handle, Brass Collar, Brass Lugged Guard, Brass Coolie Cap, Black Spacers, 18 1/2˝ Overall, New from the maker. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch and in the original Randall packaging.
KLSP99495 $ 1095.00

Randall Knives - Model 12-13 Thorp Bowie
Fixed Blade, Concave Shaped Handle, 13˝ Clip Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Walnut Wood Handle, Brass Collar, Brass Lugged Guard, Brass Coolie Cap, Black Spacers, 18 1/2˝ Overall, New from the maker. The collar and coolie cap are scalloped. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch and the original Randall packaging.
KLSP99499 $ 995.00

James Scroggs - Tactical Tanto
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 11˝ Blade, Nitro-V Steel, Oregon Myrtle Wood Scales, 16 1/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a pearl gray beadblast finish. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99500 $ 600.00

James Scroggs - Tactical Tanto
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 7 1/2˝ Blade, Nitro-V Steel, Oregon Myrtle Wood Scales, 13 1/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a pearl gray beadblast finish. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99501 $ 550.00

Find More Knives at
cuttingedge.com
Willie Rigney - Persian Damascus Fighter

Fixed Blade, Carved Handle, 6 1/2˝ Upswept Blade, Jerry Rados Damascus, Fossil Walrus Ivory Handle, Damascus Guard, 10 3/4˝ Overall, Beautiful piece from Willie Rigney. The handle is beautifully carved. There is about an inch of filework on the top of the blade. It comes with a custom brown leather sheath in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99502 $ 2850.00

Willie Rigney - Large Ring Damascus Dagger

Fixed Blade, Carved Handle, 10 3/4˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle, Blued Steel Collar, Steel Cross Guard, Blued Steel Pommel, 16 3/4˝ Overall, What a beauty. The cross guard stretches 6 7/8" across. The ring has an opening of 1 1/8’ X 1 3/8’. The top of the ring is marked Rigney. Lots of engraving on the guard, collar, and pommel. The handle is carved. This knife does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch. A real piece of art work.

KLSP99503 $ 4395.00

Morseth Knives - Model 15 Nesmuk

Fixed Blade, 3 1/2˝ Upswept Blade, Laminated Steel, 64 RC, Ebony Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Stag Pommel, Blk, Red, Brs Spacer, 7 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 1995 in the AG Russell custom shop by Bob Dozier. It comes with the original brown leather sheath.

KLSP99504 $ 695.00

Steve Powers - Custom Fighter

Fixed Blade, 8˝ Blade, 154CM Stainless, 60 RC, Desert Ironwood Burl Handle, Stainless Guard, Aluminum Butt Cap, Red, Wht, Blk Spacer, 12 1/2˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a mirror polish finish. Beautiful ironwood burl handle. It comes with a custom brown leather sheath by the maker.

KLSP99505 $ 695.00

Steve Powers - Custom Small Skinner

Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/2˝ Clip Blade, 154CM Stainless, 60 RC, Blue Paua Shell Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Lanyard Tube, Black Liners, Mosaic Lanyard Pins, 7 5/16˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a mirror polish finish and a false edge on the top. It has filwork on the top of the blade and some around the tang. The bolsters are dovetailed. It comes with a custom brown leather pouch type sheath. The sheath is hot waxed.

KLSP99506 $ 595.00

Steve Powers - Custom Skinner

Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 3/8˝ Blade, 154CM Stainless, 60 RC, Blue Paua Shell Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Black Liners, Lanyard Tube, 9 1/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a mirror polish finish and filwork on the top. The tang has some filwork on it. The bolsters are dovetailed. This knife does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch. A real piece of art work.

KLSP99507 $ 595.00

Steve Hostetler - Custom Linerlock Folder

Folder, 3˝ Clip Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Mammoth Bark Ivory Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, Gold Screws, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a mirror polish finish. It has been lightly resharpened. The cutting edge has a few tiny nicks close to the tip. The bolsters are mosaic damascus. The liners are jeweled. The handle scales have some blue in them. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99508 $ 625.00

Dan Burke - Custom Swayback Jack

Folder, 2 11/16˝ Sheepfoot, 1 7/8˝ Pen Blade, BG-42 Stainless, Red Jigged Bone Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 9/16˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Serial number 1. The blades have a satin finish. The bolsters have lots of filwork. The handle scales have stainless check-mark onlays. It comes in a stingray skin zipper pouch.

KLSP99509 $ 1395.00

Jeff Morgan - Double Edge Dagger

Fixed Blade, 7˝ Blade, 440C Stainless, Amber & Ironwood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Slvr Butt Cap, Nkl Slvr Spacers, 12˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade and guard have a mirror polish finish. It comes with a black leather sheath and a business card from the maker.

KLSP99510 $ 625.00

---
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Randall Knives - Model 25-5 Trapper
Fixed Blade, 5˝ Drop Point Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Stag & Leather Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Blk & Brass Spacers, 9 5/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been used but maybe carried once or twice. The blade has a few very tiny carbon spots on it. Comes with a model F leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP99511 $ 625.00

Randall Knives - Model 11 3/4˝ Alaskan Skinner
Fixed Blade, 3 1/4˝ Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 7 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with the original brown leather sheath. No sharpening stone.
KLSP99512 $ 495.00

Randall Knives - Model 27 Trailblazer
Fixed Blade, 5 3/4˝ Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Plate, 10 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Has not been carried or used. The sides of the guard and the butt plate have a satin finish. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch. There is a small spot on the front of the tang that appears to have been cleaned of rust.
KLSP99513 $ 650.00

Hans Weinmueller - Custom Swayback Jack
Folder, 2 11/16˝ Blade, Damasteel, Brown Jigged Bone Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Has been very lightly carried. Does not appear to have been used. The liners are jeweled. The top of the blade and backspring have nice filework. It has a lanyard with a bead. It comes in a brown leather pocket pouch.
KLSP99514 $ 695.00

E.G. Peterson - “The Big Bear” Knife
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Shaped Handle, Full Tang, 10 3/4˝ Clip Blade, African Blackwood Scales, Stainless Bolsters, 15 3/4˝ Overall, A beautiful piece by EG Peterson. The blade has a mirror polish finish. All engraving done by Leonard Leibowitz. The bolsters, pins, escutcheon plate, and blade are all engraved. It comes with a brown leather sheath. The snap on the sheath is broken. Needs replaced. All comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99515 $ 1895.00

Mark Banfield - Custom Bowie
Fixed Blade, 8 1/4˝ Clip Blade, 1080 Forged Carbon Steel, African Blackwood Handle, Brass Spacers, Blueed Steel Guard, Blued Steel Pommel, 13 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The front has a few very tiny carbon spots. It comes with a brown leather custom sheath with a metal concho on the front. All comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99516 $ 795.00

Barry Dawson - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 5 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Carbon Fiber Handle Scales, Mosaic Pins, 10 3/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked Dawson Select on the blade. The top of the blade is fileworked. It comes with a dark brown pouch type sheath and a zipper pouch.
KLSP99517 $ 500.00

Lynn Dawson - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 5˝ Blade, Purple Camel Bone Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Mosaic Pins, 10 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. The bolsters are engraved by the maker. The blade is a trailing point and has some filework on the top. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath. The sheath does have some scuffs and scratches. All comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99518 $ 465.00

J.C. Provost - “Thor” Damasteel Skinner
Fixed Blade, 5 1/2˝ Blade, “Thor” Damasteel, Birch Bark Handle, 416 S.S. Guard, 416 S.S. Butt Cap, 10 3/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The fittings have a mirror polish finish. The handle has spacers of rosewood, black fiber, and stainless. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker. All comes in a box.
KLSP99519 $ 605.00

Do you have high-end knives you’d like to sell in our catalog?
E-mail Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com
Curt Erickson - Fancy Gents Dagger
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 6 1/8˝ Spear Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Carved Mammoth Ivory Handle, 416 Stainless Guard, Nickel Silver Pommel, Gold Spacers, Garnet Gemstones, 11 3/8˝ Overall. This is a beautiful art piece from Curt Erickson and Julie Warenksi Erickson. The handle was hand carved by Julie as the engraving was also done by her. There are 8 garnet stones in the guard with 24K gold inlays. There is a round garnet in the butt of the handle and another garnet stone in the frog stud of the sheath. The sheath is German silver with engraving and 24K gold inlays. This piece was finished in 2008. It all comes in a Curt Erickson zipper pouch with a sheet with all of the specs on the knife. The blade does have a double edge. This knife is in the gallery on Curt’s website. A beautiful investment piece.
KLSP99520 $ 16100.00

W.F. “Bill” Moran - Rio Grande Camp Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Narrow Tang, 7 1/4˝ Spear Blade, W-2 Carbon, Curly Maple Wood Handle, Brass Double Guard, Brass Pommel, 12 1/4˝ Overall. Beautiful condition! Has been owned by the same collector since the early 1970’s. Made in the 1960’s. Marked with the Lime Kiln stamp. Has not been used or carried. The guard and pommel are fileworked around the edges. The blade has a mirror polish finish. It does NOT come with a sheath. It does come in a wood & glass display case.
KLSP99521 $ 4860.00

Andreas Kalani - Darian Camp Kitchen Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 6˝ Blade, 80CRV2 High Carbon Steel, Buckeye Burl Wood Scales, Brass Bolsters, Black G-10 Liners, 10 5/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. Blade steel forged by the maker. It comes with a matching custom leather sheath and a matching mens bracelet with natural gemstones and brass beads.
KLSP99522 $ 1175.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.
Rudy Dean - Damascus Chopper
Fixed Blade, 6 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Maple Burl Wood Handle, Brown Micarta Guard, Red G-10 Spacer, 11˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade steel is 1100 layer damascus with a full flat grind. It comes with a brown leather custom sheath that is alligator lined. All comes in a zipper pouch.  
KLSP99528 $ 445.00

Mike Tyre - Damascus Linerlock Folder
Folder, 3 1/8˝ Spear Blade, Damascus Steel, Mammoth Bark Ivory Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Has been very lightly carried. The blade and bolsters are Eggerling damascus. The liners are jeweled and have filework. The thumbstud has a mammoth ivory inlay. Only one side of the blade is sharpened. It comes in a zipper pouch.  
KLSP99529 $ 1865.00

Van Steck - Damascus Framelock Folder
Folder, 3 5/8˝ Cli Blade, Damascus Steel, Anodized Titanium Frame, 5 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Has been lightly carried and used. In very good condition. Made in 2004. The knife comes with the July 2004 issue of Blade Magazine that has an article on the knife with Van Steck.  
KLSP99530 $ 560.00

Deryl Wright - Loveless Style Drop Point
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, CTS-204P Stainless, 60-61 RC, Desert Ironwood Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Red Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground and has a semi-satin finish. It comes with a custom brown leather sheath by the maker.  
KLSP99531 $ 480.00

Deryl Wright - Custom Fighter
Fixed Blade, 8˝ Clip Blade, CTS-204P Stainless, 60-61 RC, Desert Ironwood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Butt, 13 1/2˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground and has a satin finish. The handle has rams horn, red, black, & nickel silver spacers. It comes with a brown leather sheath by the maker.  
KLSP99533 $ 565.00

Deryl Wright - Pro Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 1/8˝ Spear Blade, CTS-XHP Carpenter Steel, 60-61 RC, Ivory Micarta Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Butt, 9˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground and has a semi-satin finish. The handle has gold laced onyx, red, white, & nickel silver spacers. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker.  
KLSP99534 $ 465.00

Deryl Wright - Custom Fighter
Fixed Blade, 6 1/2˝ Clip Blade, CTS-204P Stainless, 60-61 RC, Desert Ironwood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Butt, 11 1/2˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground and has a satin finish. It comes with a custom brown leather sheath by the maker.  
KLSP99535 $ 525.00

W.D. Pease - Folding Lockback Dagger
Folder, 3˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Premium Black Pearl Scales, Mokume Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. Both sides of the handle have black pearl and mokume onlays. The backspring is fileworked. It comes in a soft pouch. The top edge of the blade is thin but not sharpened.  
KLSP99536 $ 1595.00

Randall Knives - Model 1-7 Fighter
Fixed Blade, 7˝ Clip Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Stacked Leather Handle, Brass Guard, Duralumin Butt Cap, Red, Wht, Blk Spacer, 12˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been carried or used. The blade has been resharpened. It has a previous owners name on the back of the blade. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch. The knife has been sheath stored some. There are a couple of tiny carbon spots on the blade.  
KLSP99537 $ 480.00

Randall Knives - Model 20 Yukon Skinner
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Blade, 0-1 Carbon Tool Steel, Thuya Wood Handle, Brass Guard, Lanyard Hole, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 1/4˝ Overall, New from Randall. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch. It comes in the original packaging.  
KLSP99538 $ 470.00
Marvin Poole - Small Game Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 1/4˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless, Rams Horn Handle Scales, 6 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2001. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It has thumb notches on the top. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath and a card from the maker.
KLSP99539 $ 345.00

Pete Truncali - "Native" Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, CPM-354 Stainless, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners. 3 3/8˝ Closed, New from the maker. The bolsters are stippled. The top of the blade, backspring and spacer are fileworked. The blade has a satin finish. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99540 $ 415.00

Dietmar Kressler - Integral Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Integral Tang, 3 5/8˝ Blade, RWL-34 Stainless, 62-64 RC, Sambar Stag Handle Scales, Integral Guard, Integral Butt, 7 7/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. There is a black leather lanyard on the butt. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker.
KLSP99541 $ 1510.00

Dietmar Kressler - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Single Finger Groove Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/2˝ Drp Pt. Blade, RWL-34 Stainless, 62-64 RC, Sambar Stag Handle Scales, Dark Red Liners, 7 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The handle has a black braided leather lanyard. It comes with brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker.
KLSP99542 $ 850.00

Bob Neal - Custom Whittler
KLSP99543 $ 360.00

Randall Knives - Model 18 Attack Survival
Fixed Blade, 7 1/2˝ Combo Blade, Stainless Steel, Steel Handle, Brass Guard, Screw Off Brass Butt, 12 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Older made. 1970's or 80's. Not used or carried. The backside of the guard has some scoring on the brass from sheath storage. It has a previous owners name engraved on the back of the blade. It comes with the original brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch. The sheath is a roughback with baby dot snaps.
KLSP99544 $ 525.00

Ed Louchard - Custom Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 2 3/8˝ Blade, Unknown Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Brass Bolsters, Brass Liners, Engraved Brass Pins, 3 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The back of the tang is dated January 23, 1977. The bolsters and pins are engraved. This is a place to attach a lanyard at the butt. There is a thin crack at the bottom pin on the front side. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99545 $ 460.00

R.W. "Bob" Loveless - Nude Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 5/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Sambar Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Dark Red Liners, Two Tone Pins, 8 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Owner purchased this knife from Bob Loveless in 1989. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It has the nude on the front side only. It comes with the matching 947 serial numbered brown leather sheath.
KLSP99547 $ 4925.00

W.G. Whitley - Small Game Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Drop Point Blade, Stainless Steel, Ivory & Red Micarta Scales, Brass Guard, Dark Red Liners, Engraved Brass Pins, 8 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. Early made. Has the Jal, N.M. stamp. The guard and pins are engraved. It does not have a sheath but does come with a cherry wood display case.
KLSP99548 $ 460.00

Jim Behring - Nessmuk
Fixed Blade, 3 3/4˝ Blade, 1095 Carbon, Musk Ox Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Musk Ox Butt Cap, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hammer forged. The handle has an ebony spacer with thin spacers of red, black, white, and aluminum. It comes with a brown leather sheath in a zipper pouch.
KLSP99549 $ 525.00

1-800-255-9034
Ben Voss - Tanto Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 7˝ Upswept Blade, 440C Stainless, 59 RC, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, 416 SS Bolsters, Dark Red Liners, 12 1/8˝ Overall. Made in 1990. Has not been carried or used. The blade has a satin finish. The bolsters have a mirror polish finish. Extended tang for lanyard. It comes with a brown leather sheath in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99550 $ 525.00

Suchart Jangtanong - Damascus Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Mosaic Damascus, Carved Honey Lip Pearl Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Titanium Bolsters, Red Sapphire Inlay, 3 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The liners are gold anodized titanium and fileworked. The back spacer is blue anodized titanium and fileworked. Gold plated screws. Comes in a zipper pouch with a certificate of authenticity.

KLSP99551 $ 825.00

Claude Montjoy - Custom Skinner

KLSP99552 $ 395.00

Owen Wood - Custom Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/8˝ Blade. Mammoth Bark Ivory Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 7 3/8˝ Overall. Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters are engraved and have gold inlays. The liners under the handle scales are fileworked all the way around. It has about 1/2˝ of filework on the top of the blade. It does not have a sheath but comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP99554 $ 1415.00

Tom Mayo - Fighter
Fixed Blade, 7˝ Clip Blade, Maroon Linen Micarta Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Black Spacers, 12 3/16˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish and is double edged. It does not come with a sheath but does come with a zipper pouch.

KLSP99555 $ 695.00

Hen & Rooster - CM-9 .300 Savage Canoe
Folder, Canoe Shaped Handle, 2 3/16˝ Blade, German Stainless Steel, 925 Silver Frame, 14k Gold Shield, 3 1/4˝ Closed. This model was made in Germany in 1979. There were only 25 made with a 925 silver frame, engraving, 14k gold bullet shield, and blade etching with gold onlay. The serial number on this one is 18. It has not been carried or used. It is a slip joint folder. It comes in the original Hen & Rooster hardside display case.

KLSP99556 $ 835.00

Andreas Kalani - “Norbert”
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 12˝ Blade, 5160 Carbon, Gaboon Ebony Handle Scales, Copper Bolsters, Copper Pins, 18” Overall, New from the maker. The forged blade has a satin finish. Comes with a custom hybrid kydex and leather sheath. The sheath is hand tooled with a Viking face carved into the front of it. Comes with a certificate of authenticity.

KLSP99553 $ 1515.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.

Do you have high-end knives you’d like to sell in our catalog?
E-mail Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com